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ABSTRACT
Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) heavily rely on 3D
sensors such as LiDARs, radars, and stereo cameras. However, 3D
sensors from a single vehicle suffer from two fundamental limi-
tations: vulnerability to occlusion and loss of details on far-away
objects. To overcome both limitations, in this paper, we design,
implement, and evaluate EMP, a novel edge-assisted multi-vehicle
perception system for CAVs. In EMP, multiple nearby CAVs share
their raw sensor data with an edge server which then merges CAVs’
individual views to form a more complete view with a higher res-
olution. The merged view can drastically enhance the perception
quality of the participating CAVs. Our core methodological contri-
bution is to make the sensor data sharing scalable, adaptive, and
resource-efficient over oftentimes highly fluctuating wireless links
through a series of novel algorithms, which are then integrated
into a full-fledged cooperative sensing pipeline. Extensive evalu-
ations demonstrate that EMP can achieve real-time processing at
24 FPS and end-to-end latency of 93 ms on average. EMP reduces
the end-to-end latency by 49% to 65% compared to the traditional
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) sharing approach without edge support.
Our case studies show that cooperative sensing powered by EMP
can detect hazards such as blind spots faster by 0.5 to 1.1 seconds,
compared to a single vehicle’s perception.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) are expected to trans-
form the ground transportation systems by significantly improving
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Figure 1: Use cases of multi-CAV sensor data sharing.

road safety [4] and traffic efficiency [6]. 3D sensors such as LiDAR,
radars, and stereo cameras are extremely important to CAVs as the
sensors are their “eyes” that continuously sense the surrounding
environment. However, these sensors suffer from two fundamen-
tal limitations. First, they are vulnerable to occlusion. Because of
the rectilinear propagation of light, these sensors cannot perceive
objects occluded by non-transparent objects. Second, similar to hu-
man eyes, the farther an object is, the fewer details the sensors can
capture. Take LiDAR as an example, it emits uniform laser pulses
and constructs the environment based on the pulses reflected from
objects. Therefore, the density of the pulses and henceforth the
perception resolution decrease with increasing distance.

To overcome the above limitations, nearby CAVs can share their
sensor data so that each vehicle can have a more complete view
with a higher resolution compared to the view constructed from its
own sensors. We consider three use cases of sensor sharing among
nearby vehicles, as shown in Figure 1.
• Scenario 1 (blind spots from blocking vehicles): A pedestrian and
a cyclist are crossing a street, and a blue vehicle is changing to the
center lane. However, the gray vehicle cannot see them due to the
occlusions of the two red vehicles. This can be resolved by sharing
the sensor data from either the red vehicle with the gray vehicle.
• Scenario 2 (blind spots from turning): A gray vehicle is turning
left at an intersection without a protected left-turn signal [12].
Meanwhile, a blue vehicle, which the gray vehicle cannot see, is
traveling straight from the opposite direction, causing a potential
collision. This risk can be eliminated if the red vehicle shares its
sensor data with the gray vehicle.
• Scenario 3 (distance-induced limited visibility): The blue vehicle
breaks down in themiddle of a road. Several oncoming gray vehicles
cannot detect it from far away due to the low sensor data resolution.
By aggregating their observed data, the broken down vehicle ismore
likely to be detected much sooner, preventing potential accidents.

Sharing Raw Sensor Data as Opposed to Processed Data.
Several studies explored vehicles sharing processed data such as in-
formation of detected objects [28, 47]. We instead advocate sharing
raw sensor data (when network resources permit) due to several lim-
itations of processed data. First, its limited data granularity cannot
support application-specific requirements. In other words, there
will be a loss of information during data processing. For example, in
Figure 1c, if none of the three gray vehicles can detect the blue vehi-
cle, combining their processed data is ineffective, whereas sharing
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raw sensor data may lead to successful detection. Second, sharing
processed data lacks generality, and may not be compatible with
diverse CAV applications. In contrast, raw sensor data has a simple,
fundamental, and universal data format to flexibly support a wide
range of CAV applications. Traditionally, sharing raw sensor data
was constrained by limited network resources, but this is being
changed by high-speed wireless networks such as 5G [51, 53, 70].

Sharing Raw Sensor Data in a Scalable Manner. There are a
limited number of works that do allow vehicles to share raw sensor
data [29, 54, 56], but at a very limited scale. They all take a vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) sharing approach which suffers from poor scalability.
As illustrated in Figure 1, oftentimes multiple vehicles need to get
involved in sensor data sharing, particularly for congested roads.
However, when many vehicles need to share their sensor data over
V2V, each vehicle has either to perform multicast/broadcast, which
suffers from low throughput in particular under mobility [71], or
to unicast multiple copies of the data, incurring high delay and
bandwidth overheads. Furthermore, a vehicle may not have enough
computational resources to process other vehicles’ data at line rate.

Differing from all existing work, in this paper, we develop a
system called EMP that scales up multi-vehicle sensor data sharing
through edge computing [37, 60, 62]. We define edge to be com-
puting and storage resources in close proximity to the vehicles,
which provides low network latency to each vehicle. In our scheme,
nearby vehicles upload their sensor data to the edge which creates
a global view by merging individual vehicles’ data. The edge can
then run customized CAV algorithms and return the corresponding
results (e.g., detected vehicles as shown in Figure 2). With the edge
support, each vehicle’s workload and network bandwidth usage can
be drastically reduced compared to the V2V scheme. Note that EMP
does not fully replace a CAV’s local processing, which is instead en-
hanced by EMP. For example, the local object detection results and
the results from the edge can be combined to increase the detection
coverage and accuracy. When there is a network blackout or the
edge is unavailable, vehicles can always fall back to the local mode.

Principled Spatial Partition. The key technical merit of this
paper is to address the core algorithmic challenge for EMP: how
do CAVs efficiently share their raw sensor data? Ideally, CAVs can
cooperatively create a disjoint spatial partition of the environment,
where (1) each CAV uploads only sensor data in its proximity, and
(2) the union of all CAVs’ sensor data forms the entire surrounding
environment. This strategy strikes a desired balance between band-
width consumption and data quality: there is no overlap among
CAVs’ data so no bandwidth is wasted; meanwhile, as mentioned
earlier, each CAV’s close proximity has the highest sensor data
quality. We find that mathematically, such a desired partition can
be generated by a Voronoi Diagram [25] where the area that each
vertex 𝑣 (a CAV in our context) belongs to consists of the points
whose distances to 𝑣 are less than or equal to those to any other
vertices. This key property nicely satisfies the above “proximity”
requirement of EMP.

Adapting to Available Network Resources. While partition-
ing based on Voronoi diagrams is effective, it does not consider the
available network bandwidth. For example, if the available band-
width of a CAV is low, then it should upload less data. This can be
realized by adjusting its uploaded area’s boundary in the Voronoi
diagram. We develop a robust algorithm that adaptively adjusts

the sensor data uploading area of each vehicle (i.e., the boundaries
in the Voronoi diagram) in real time according to the estimated
bandwidth of each CAV. In this way, vehicles with slow wireless
connections can partially “offload” their uploading tasks to their
neighboring vehicles.

Adapting to Network Resource Uncertainty. Wireless net-
work conditions are known to be highly fluctuating, in particular
undermobility. EMP embraces this through threemechanisms. First,
it assigns priorities to each CAV’s to-be-uploaded data, to ensure
that important portions (e.g., those that cannot be covered by other
CAVs’ data) are uploaded first, so they are the least vulnerable to the
network resource uncertainty. Second, the above scheme naturally
provides redundancy for regions that are perceivable from more
than one CAV, thus boosting the resilience to the network condi-
tion fluctuations. Third, in order to minimize the bandwidth waste
incurred by the above redundancy, the edge employs a lightweight
graph-based scheduling algorithm to efficiently detect if the entire
environment is fully uploaded in real time.

Implementation and Evaluations.We incorporate the above
algorithms into an edge-assisted multi-vehicle perception system
developed by us. Our system consists of a full-fledged coopera-
tive sensing pipeline including sensor data uploading, edge-side
data merging, 3D object detection, and vehicle-side perception en-
hancement using the edge-side results. The above components are
judiciously pipelined to ensure good runtime performance. We
evaluate our system through extensive emulations using photoreal-
istic sensor data and real-world LTE/60GHz network traces, and
real-world live tests. Our key results consist of the following:
• EMP can achieve real-time processing at 24 FPS and end-to-end
latency of 86 – 102 ms for the full partitioning-uploading-merging-
detection pipeline, when 2 to 6 vehicles are involved in sensor
sharing. EMP reduces the end-to-end latency by 49% – 65% com-
pared to its V2V sharing counterpart.
• Compared to having all vehicles upload their full frames, EMP’s
approach to adaptively uploading sensor data in vehicles’ proximity
incurs a negligible perception accuracy loss (0.1% – 2.2%) when
vehicle detection is performed on the merged view. Meanwhile,
EMP’s approach leads to a significant bandwidth usage reduction
of 32% – 58%.
•We conduct case studies under realistic traffic scenarios and show
that cooperative sensing powered by EMP can detect dangers (e.g.,
occluded vehicles in blind spots and far-away vehicles) earlier by
0.5 to 1.1 seconds, compared to a single vehicle’s perception, leading
to successful collision avoidance.
• To complement the real system results, we also conduct large-
scale simulations involving up to 20 vehicles. The results further
showcase the scalability and robustness of EMP under diverse road
traffic and wireless network conditions.

Overall, EMP is to our knowledge the first system that enables
edge-assisted multi-vehicle perception through raw sensor data
sharing. We make two major contributions in this paper: (1) From
the algorithmic perspective, we develop robust algorithms for scal-
able, adaptive, and resource-efficient sensor data sharing under
potentially fluctuating network conditions. (2) From the system
perspective, we incorporate our algorithms into a real system that
can provide extended perceptual range and detection of occluded
objects for CAVs.
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Figure 2: A LiDAR point cloud (blue) and detected object
bounding boxes (green). The ego-vehicle fails to detect dis-
tant objects and loses information in the blind spots (red).

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) are vehicles that can
perceive the surrounding environment and make driving decisions
to move safely with various on-board sensors and autonomous
driving software. They have wireless communication capability
and can thus exchange safety messages with other vehicles or in-
frastructures to enhance their situational awareness. LiDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging) [17, 20] is one of the major on-board sen-
sors. A LiDAR sensor functions by emitting uniform laser pulses at
different angles and capturing their reflections from objects. Then
it calculates the distance to those objects and generates a 3D point
cloud which consists of point coordinates relative to the sensor, to
represent the surroundings. Compared with cameras, LiDARs have
advantages including a longer range and robustness under poor
lighting conditions and inclement weather.

2.1 Benefit of Sensor Data Sharing
There are limitations of on-board sensors: (1) They suffer from
occlusion. Because of the rectilinear propagation of light, they
cannot "see through" non-transparent objects and can only provide
line-of-sight information. (2) The farther, the fewer details they can
capture. As LiDAR emits uniformly distributed lights and generates
data based on the reflected lights, the data resolution decreases as
the object distance from the sensor increases. Figure 2 illustrates
these limitations with a LiDAR point cloud. There are several blind
spots caused by the occlusion of the vehicles near the ego-vehicle.
The ego-vehicle also fails to detect some distant vehicles. All these
limitations bring road risks and affect driving efficiency for CAVs.

Different vehicles have views at different locations. It is possible
that objects occluded in the views of some vehicles can be easily
perceived by some others. Therefore, combining sensor data from
vehicles perceiving objects at various perspectives can effectively
eliminate occlusions and increase the perception resolution, thus
further avoiding potential road hazards, as demonstrated in the
examples in Figure 1.

As opposed to sharing processed data such as detected objects,
in this paper, we advocate sharing raw sensor data due to several
limitations of sharing processed data. First, the information granu-
larity decreases after processing the raw data to a higher layer of
data, such as extracted features or detected objects. For example, in
Figure 1c, a single gray vehicle may not detect the blue vehicle from
far away on its own (e.g., due to long distances or poor weather [11])

and merging their detection results will yield nothing, whereas com-
bining the observations from all the vehicles altogether may lead
to successful detection. Second, sharing processed data lacks gener-
ality. For example, vehicles may have different representations for
processed data (e.g., object classes). One detection algorithm may
output car, human, etc. while another outputs sedan, bus, cyclist,
pedestrian, etc. Instead, raw sensor data has a simpler data format
to flexibly support a wide range of CAV applications. Furthermore,
CAV’s local processing takes time. A CAV can share its sensor data
once the data is captured and some prepossessing is done. Then it
starts the local processing while waiting for the results from the
edge. Upon receiving the edge’s enhanced results, it can adjust the
driving decisions accordingly. In contrast, a CAV cannot share the
processed data until it completely finishes the local processing.

2.2 Need for an Edge-assisted System
In order to avoid such hazards during daily driving, some exist-
ing works leverage sensor data sharing to improve the vehicle’s
visibility [29, 54, 56]. However, these systems only enable vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) data sharing which suffers from poor scalability
from both the network and computation perspective. Network
overhead: There are many scenarios (Figure 1) involving multi-
ple vehicles for sensor data sharing. When the number of vehicles
grows larger than two, each vehicle has to either send more than
once or rely on another vehicle to relay its data, which introduces
redundancy, additional delay, and higher bandwidth consumption.
Computational overhead: Processing data shared from other ve-
hicles involves additional overhead, challenging the limited on-
board resources. We examine how the sensor data volume affects
the inference time of 3D object detection using a state-of-the-art
detection framework, PointPillars [41]. As shown in Figure 5, the
inference time is roughly proportional to the number of vehicles
which has a positive correlation with the data volume.

Edge computing services are becoming increasingly popular [5,
7, 10]. Edge nodes usually have more computational resources to
process aggregated sensor data compared to on-board hardware
which is equipped to process single-vehicle data. Communicating
with an edge server also involves lower latency compared to using a
remote cloud. Unlike V2V sharing, the vehicles only need to upload
their data once to an edge node which can process them together.

2.3 Challenges
Building such an edge-assisted system that processes vehicle sensor
data in real-time still poses several scalability challenges regarding
network and computational resources.
• It is extremely hard for existing wireless techniques to support
multiple vehicles simultaneously uploading raw sensor data in real-
time. A commercial 64-beam LiDAR collects point clouds (∼2MB1)
at 5-20Hz [20], which means the data can be generated at up to
300Mbps. How does the system reduce the data size with little
impact on perception performance?
• Although an edge node usually has more computational power
than individual CAVs, the processing time grows as the data volume
increases as demonstrated in Figure 5. How can the system ensure
real-time operation while providing an extended perception range?

1A point cloud contains ∼130K points (64 vertical angles and 2083 horizontal angles)
consisting of location and intensity information (𝑥𝑦𝑧-𝑖 , 4 floating-point numbers).
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• The available network bandwidths vary across vehicles, leading
to different transmission times of data from different vehicles. Plus,
wireless networks can fluctuate in particular under high mobility.
How does the system adapt to the variability of network resources?
• Vehicles may upload frames at different times. There will be
tremendous computational overhead if the edge processes a frame
once it is received. In order to process data collected at similar times
from different vehicles together, how does the edge determine when
it can start processing the current frame and schedule for the next?

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
We propose EMP, an Edge-assisted Multi-vehicle Perception sys-
tem for efficiently sharing sensor data over wireless networks and
improving perception accuracy for CAVs. EMP tackles the above
challenges through several design decisions: (1) EMP offloads heavy
computation of cooperative perception from vehicles to an edge
node (§3.1); (2) EMP efficiently partitions point cloud data to reduce
network latency (§3.2); and (3) EMP strategically coordinates the
uploads from different vehicles (§3.3). EMP also incorporates view
merging (§3.4), ground removal and system-level optimizations
(§3.5) for boosting the performance of cooperative perception.

3.1 Edge-assisted Perception Architecture
At a high level, EMP offloads the cooperative perception from each
vehicle to the edge side so that the edge performs object detection
based on the aggregated sensor data and provides improved per-
ception results for better driving decisions. To achieve this, EMP
connects each vehicle with the same edge node with network chan-
nels in two layers, as shown in Figure 3:
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• Data Plane transmits the sensor data from the vehicles to the
edge, and performs perception tasks at the edge. As shown in Fig-
ure 4, each vehicle preprocesses a single frame of sensor data (the
Preprocessing Module in Figure 3), and uploads the chunks to
the edge. The partitioning is necessary for point cloud data as the
size of a single frame can be large and there may not be enough
bandwidth to upload full frames from all vehicles to the edge in time.
Uploading chunk by chunk allows the edge to leverage partial point
cloud data if available. Upon receiving the point cloud chunks, the
edge merges these chunks with point cloud data from other vehicles
based on the precise locations of all vehicles after decompression,
forming a holistic point cloud as the view of the surrounding area.
The edge can thus perform 3D object detection [41] on the holistic
point cloud, and finally send the detection results back to each
vehicle (the Perception Module in Figure 3). The results consist
of locations, dimensions, headings, and confidence scores of the
detected objects. EMP pipelines the vehicle’s preprocessing and
edge’s perception, i.e., a vehicle can start transmitting the next
frame of the point cloud before receiving the detection results.
•Control Plane optimizes the network transmission of all vehicles
according to their locations and network conditions by guiding the
point cloud partitioning for vehicles, so that the data to be uploaded
by each vehicle is balanced and the edge can construct the holistic
point cloud promptly. The partitioning allows each vehicle to upload
its surroundings first, with the uploaded area adapted to its available
network resources. Before uploading the sensor data, each vehicle
sends a control message containing its real-time location to the
edge. For each control message received, the edge uses the location,
along with other vehicles’ locations, to determine the region of
the point cloud to upload for each vehicle. The decision region is
sent back to the vehicles in the form of multiple line equations
representing the region boundaries. Once a new frame of the point
cloud is generated, the vehicle partitions the frame following the
latest partitioning decision provided by the edge to reduce the data
size. All the logic resides in the Adaptation Module in Figure 3.

Note that when the network connectivity is poor or the edge
is unavailable, the vehicles can always run their local processing
for basic services. Besides, while we focus on the assistance from a
single edge in this paper, the EMP’s design can be flexibly extended
to the scenarios of multiple edge nodes by introducing sensor data
sharing among edge nodes based on vehicle locations and a han-
dover mechanism, which we leave for future work.

3.2 Edge-assisted Point Cloud Partitioning
Since a full frame of the point cloud data may not be uploaded
in time to the edge, the edge partitions the whole area into non-
overlapping regions so that each vehicle only uploads a subset of
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the points according to the corresponding decision region, to reduce
the amount of upload data.

One intuitive idea of such partitioning is to assign each point in
the 2D region (bird-eye view) to the closest vehicle. In this case, the
whole region is partitioned into multiple non-overlapping regions
close to each vehicle. Since the LiDAR point cloud has more de-
tailed information for the closer region, such partitioning ensures
that each region has the finest representation from point clouds
of multiple vehicles. Mathematically, such a partition is a Voronoi
diagram [25], as shown in Figure 6. For each vertex 𝑣 (a vehicle
in our context), there is a corresponding area that consists of the
points whose distances to 𝑣 are less than or equal to those to any
other vertices. Figure 7 visualizes an example of such a partition
on a global region consisting of five vehicles. The letters 𝐴 − 𝐸

represent the vehicles and 𝐿1 − 𝐿7 represent region boundaries, i.e.,
the perpendicular bisectors in the Voronoi diagram, between two
vehicles. For example, any points in 𝐵’s region are closer to vehicle
𝐵 than to any other, so we have 𝑑1 > 𝑑2 where 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 are the
distances from the point to each vehicle. Note that the boundaries of
a region for a vehicle only depend on neighboring vehicle locations,
and such boundaries can be derived by finding the perpendicular
bisectors between each pair of neighboring vehicles.

While the partitioning based on Voronoi diagrams is simple,
it suffers from two limitations. First, such partitioning depends
only on the relative location of the vehicles, without considering
vehicles’ network conditions. This can still lead to a large network
transmission time. For example, in Figure 7, when the network
bandwidth of vehicle 𝐴 is much lower than that of vehicle 𝐵, 𝐴 can
still take a longer time to upload its share of point cloud data than
B to the edge, causing the edge to wait longer before leveraging
𝐴’s point cloud data. Second, even if the initial partition of the
region is proportional to the uplink bandwidth of each vehicle, as
the vehicles move, the bandwidth can fluctuate significantly and
thus lead to longer transmission times for some vehicles.

To address these limitations, we propose REAP, a Region-based
Edge-Assisted Partitioning which is bandwidth-aware and adap-
tive to the bandwidth fluctuations. REAP decides the partitioning
boundaries based on both the vehicle’s location and estimated up-
link bandwidth (§3.2.1). REAP adapts to the fluctuating bandwidth
by assigning multiple small chunks to each vehicle for transmission,
taking the degree of bandwidth variation into account while parti-
tioning, and dynamically determining when to finish transmission
(§3.2.2).
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Figure 8: BW-aware partitioning through Power Diagram.

3.2.1 Bandwidth-aware Partitioning. The available network re-
sources of different vehicles can very likely vary. To cope with
the different wireless uplink bandwidths across vehicles, REAP par-
titions the global region based on both the vehicle location and the
estimated uplink bandwidth. At a high level, REAP achieves this
throughmoving the region boundary between two vehicles towards
the vehicle that has lower bandwidth. Such partitioning results in
a smaller region to upload for vehicles with low bandwidth and a
larger region for those with high bandwidth.

Specifically, REAP uses Power Diagram [24] in Mathematics to
determine the precise partitioning boundaries. Recall that a Voronoi
diagram draws the perpendicular bisector of the connection be-
tween every two neighboring vehicles as the partitioning boundary
(Figure 7), which means the distance to the boundary from both ve-
hicles are the same. A power diagram is a form of weighted Voronoi
diagram, in which each vehicle is assigned a weight, and the ratio
between the distances of two vehicles to the boundary is positively
correlated to the ratio of the corresponding weights of the two
vehicles. By adjusting the weights of the vehicles based on their
corresponding estimated uplink bandwidth, we can thus make the
partitioned region adapt to the vehicle’s uplink bandwidth (the
bandwidth usage is largely proportional to the uploaded area).

Figure 8 visualizes how the weights of vehicle 𝐴 and 𝐵, 𝑟1 and
𝑟2 respectively, determine the boundary between the two vehicles.
The boundary here is the radical axis of two circles centered on
these two vehicles and the weights are the circle radii. Any point
on the radical axis has the same power distance (𝑅) to both circles.
That is, 𝑅2 = 𝑑21 − 𝑟21 = 𝑑22 − 𝑟22 . As the estimated uplink bandwidth
of 𝐴, and thus 𝑟1, increases, the boundary 𝐿1 is moved to 𝐿′1. As
a result, vehicle 𝐴 with a better network condition is scheduled
to upload more data. Note that the bandwidth 𝑏𝑤 (data volume
divided by time) and the weight 𝑟 (distance) in such a diagram
intrinsically have different units. In REAP, we interpret the factor
between these two values as a configurable parameter 𝑘 which
reflects the sensitivity of the system to the bandwidth differences,
so we have 𝑟 = 𝑘 × 𝑏𝑤 .

To estimate the uplink bandwidth of each vehicle, the edge mea-
sures the size and transmission time of each point cloud chunk sent
from each vehicle, and computes its bandwidth as the exponentially
weighted moving average (EWMA) of the ratio between size and
transmission time.
3.2.2 Adaptation to Bandwidth Fluctuation. The bandwidth esti-
mation from the edge can be inaccurate as the network condition
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D) and chunk uploading progresses (vehi-
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is changing rapidly, especially for vehicles under high mobility.
REAP addresses this challenge by further partitioning each vehicle’s
region into multiple chunks, based on two scenarios, bandwidth
underestimation and overestimation. Each chunk is assigned an
upload priority to ensure that important portions are uploaded first,
so they are least vulnerable to the network resource uncertainty.

Specifically, for each pair of neighboring vehicles, besides the
boundary (𝐿𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛) calculated based on the estimated bandwidths
(§3.2.1), REAP determines two additional boundaries, 𝐿𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 and
𝐿𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 , by replacing the original estimations 𝑏𝑤𝐴 and 𝑏𝑤𝐵 (band-
widths of vehicle 𝐴 and vehicle 𝐵) with two new pairs of values:
(1) 𝑏𝑤𝐴 × (1 − 𝛼) and 𝑏𝑤𝐵 × (1 + 𝛼), to account for the extreme
case of overestimation of 𝐴’s bandwidth and (2) 𝑏𝑤𝐴 × (1 + 𝛼) and
𝑏𝑤𝐵 × (1 − 𝛼), to account for the extreme case of underestima-
tion. These boundaries together partition a point cloud into smaller
chunks, as illustrated in Figure 92. Here 𝛼 defines the degree of
network fluctuation to tolerate and thus is correlated to the actual
network characteristics. We adopt an auto-tuning strategy to set 𝛼
during runtime. More specifically, the edge can adjust the 𝛼 value
using the standard deviation of estimated bandwidth values for
different vehicles in the system across a past period of time.

As shown, each vehicle has chunks numbered from 1 to 4. Chunk
1 (𝐶1) is the area enclosed by 𝐿𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 and is on the side far from
neighboring vehicles.𝐶1 should be uploaded in the highest priority
because 1) it is the easiest area to upload as it is derived assuming
the bandwidth is overestimated, and 2) it has the least overlapping
with other point clouds and other vehicles may not be able to help.
Chunk 2 (𝐶2) is enclosed by 𝐿𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 and𝐶1 boundary. If all vehicles
upload 𝐶1 and 𝐶2, the entire area is covered without overlapping,
which is the best case. Chunk 3 (𝐶3) is enclosed by 𝐿𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 and 𝐶2
boundary. It further extends towards the neighboring vehicles and
is closer to them.𝐶2 of one vehicle can be replaced by its neighbors’
𝐶3 in reduced quality. Chunk 4 (𝐶4) is essentially the point cloud
excluding the first three areas. It is the least important to the vehicle
because this chunk is mostly blocked by its neighbors which can
also capture more details. In case one vehicle is suffering from very
bad network conditions or just gets disconnected, its neighbors can
help by uploading their 𝐶4. From Figure 9, we can find that 𝐶2 of
vehicle 𝐶 is partially covered by 𝐶3 of vehicle 𝐴 (together with 𝐶3s
of 𝐴’s other neighbors). 𝐶1 of vehicle 𝐶 is partially covered by 𝐶4
of vehicle 𝐴.

Each vehicle sequentially uploads from 𝐶1 to 𝐶4. In this way,
vehicles first share areas that can be better captured and may only
2The notations (A-E) used in previous figures are kept for consistency and we select
vehicle𝐴 and vehicle𝐶 for better visualization.

upload overlapped areas at the later time of the transmission. In dif-
ferent scenarios as the actual bandwidth differs from the estimated
bandwidth, such a mechanism allows the edge to receive enough
data to construct a holistic view as soon as possible, reducing the
transmission time. In short, the goal of the adaptation in REAP is
to achieve that a chunk is always finished by the “best” candidates
who can provide the most details while other vehicles can help
provide data with fewer details to meet real-time requirements,
balancing the trade-off between the level of details in the point
cloud and the time to start perception at the edge.

3.3 Upload Scheduling
According to REAP, each vehicle uploads its chunks sequentially.
However, there will be unnecessary bandwidth waste if vehicles
keep uploading the remaining chunks after the edge has received
enough data to construct the global view. Besides, vehicles may
start uploading their frames at different times but it is meaningless
for the edge to process a frame without combining frames from
other vehicles. Therefore, the edge needs to schedule when the
transmission of a frame should be ended and it can start processing.

We propose a scheduling algorithm based on Delaunay Triangu-
lation [26] for the edge to determine from the received data. For a
given set (𝑃 ) of discrete points, 𝑃 ’s Delaunay Triangulation (𝐷𝑇 ) is
a triangulation of P such that no point in 𝑃 is inside the circumcircle
of any triangle in 𝐷𝑇 . In other words, there will be no points in-
side the triangle formed by joining any three "neighboring" points.
Figure 10 shows the vehicle locations and their neighboring rela-
tionships. For example, vehicle 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐷 are neighbors to each
other while vehicle 𝐸 is not 𝐴’s neighbor. Vehicle 𝐴 has neighbor 𝐵,
𝐶 , and 𝐷 . In this way, when calculating a Voronoi diagram (§3.2, or
Power diagram in §3.2.1), only𝐴-𝐵,𝐴-𝐶 , and𝐴-𝐷 are considered for
vehicle 𝐴 while 𝐴-𝐸 is not, which reduces the processing overhead
compared to deriving perpendicular lines of connections between
every two vehicles.

Based on how the chunks of each vehicle are divided, we define
three conditions where the edge can determine the transmission
of the current frame is finished: (1) 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 of all vehicles have
arrived; (2) 𝐶2 of one vehicle has not arrived (e.g., due to limited
bandwidth) but the 𝐶3 of all its neighboring vehicles have been
delivered; (3) Neither 𝐶1 nor 𝐶2 of one vehicle has arrived but its
neighbors finish uploading their 𝐶3s and 𝐶4s. Once any of these
conditions is satisfied, the edge broadcasts a “finish” signal to stop
all vehicles from uploading the remaining chunks.

As shown in Figure 10, the numbers after the vehicle letters
(names) represent the largest IDs of chunks received by the edge.
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According to the conditions defined above, if all the numbers are
2, then the entire area is perfectly covered and the edge can notify
the vehicles of the end of the transmission. However, although
the REAP algorithm enables vehicles to upload chunk by chunk,
from 𝐶1 to 𝐶4, their uploading progress will not be at the same
pace and the conditions are not satisfied by all the vehicles at once.
Therefore, in order to check the satisfaction of these conditions, we
develop a scheduling algorithm as follows: Every time a new chunk
is received, the edge will check whether the sum of a vehicle’s
largest chunk ID and another vehicle’s, is greater than 4. If so, that
means these two vehicles locally satisfy the conditions and the
ridge between them is removed from the set of ridges to be checked.
When no ridges in the diagram are left, the entire area is fully
covered and the frame is ready to be processed. Otherwise, the edge
keeps waiting for the remaining data and rechecks when the next
chunk arrives.

3.4 View Merging
After receiving frames from different vehicles, the edge performs
3D object detection on the holistic point cloud. However, generated
from the perspective of a vehicle, the point cloud frame origin is
the vehicle LiDAR sensor. Thus, in order to merge the data col-
lected by different vehicles, the edge needs to transform the points
of each point cloud from their original perspectives to a unified
coordinate system. Given a target origin and axis orientations,
the relative position (Δ𝑥 , Δ𝑦, Δ𝑧) and orientation (𝛼 , 𝛽 , 𝛾 ) of a ve-
hicle can be derived based on its navigation data (GPS/IMU) by
calculating the differences. The edge further generates a transla-
tion matrix, 𝑇 = [Δ𝑥,Δ𝑦,Δ𝑧]𝑇 , and three rotation matrices, 𝑅𝑧 (𝛼),
𝑅𝑦 (𝛽), 𝑅𝑥 (𝛾). Then, the transformation of a point 𝑃 = [𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍 ]
can be calculated as follows: 𝑃𝑑𝑠𝑡 = 𝑅𝑧𝑅𝑦𝑅𝑥 × 𝑃 + 𝑇 . Note that
this approach assumes the location data is reasonably accurate,
thanks to high-performance localization techniques [16, 21] which
can achieve centimeter-level accuracy. Existing point cloud calibra-
tion/registration techniques [32, 35, 49, 58] can be applied when
the navigation signals are less accurate.

3.5 Performance optimizations
We make several optimizations to save bandwidth, reduce end-to-
end latency, and improve processing efficiency.

Ground Removal. LiDAR sensors collect a significant amount
of data from the ground plane which is less useful than the data
of surrounding objects for perception. Therefore, EMP detects and
removes the ground points before sharing to save bandwidth. We
use an algorithm called Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [33]
assuming that the ground plane is the plane containing the most
points in a point cloud. Specifically, EMP randomly picks several
points to construct a plane and counts howmany points in the point
cloud fall near this plane. It repeats until the plane contains enough
points. As the height of the sensor (atop the CAV) is known, we
can estimate the approximate location of the ground to effectively
reduce ground detection time.

Edge-side Parallelization. As the edge receives multiple point
cloud chunks and locations from different vehicles, the processing
of incoming data can be done concurrently. EMP takes decoding,
merging, and location updating as individual tasks and parallelizes
the tasks for different chunks by scheduling a corresponding task

once a data chunk is received or decoded, or real-time navigation
data is received. In this way, the edge saves a significant amount of
time while waiting for new chunks.

Pipelining. To improve the system throughput, i.e., the frame
rate that EMP can support, we further pipeline the three parts (ve-
hicle, network, edge) in the system, any of which does not have to
wait until the current frame goes through the entire workflow be-
fore processing the next available frame. The vehicle is responsible
for ground removal, point cloud partitioning, and decoding. After
pushing frame 𝑛 into the send buffer queue, a vehicle can process
frame 𝑛 + 1 once it is available. Meanwhile, the edge is working on
a received frame such as frame 𝑛 − 1.

Cloud Mode. Although edge nodes are being increasingly de-
ployed [5, 7, 10], there could be areas where no edge nodes are
available. In this case, EMP will fall back to rely on a cloud server
for data aggregation and processing to provide seamless support.
This may lead to a longer transmission latency but CAVs can still
benefit from the cooperative perception. We evaluate the impact of
EMP’s cloud mode on detecting road hazards in §5.4.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
We implement EMP [15] in Java and the prototype consists of about
10K lines of code. Vehicle-side: Our prototype supports obtaining
the incoming sensor data (e.g., point clouds and navigation data)
from various sources including both real LiDAR / GPS and recorded
traces. The sensor data is provided to the processing pipeline at
a configurable and fixed rate (e.g., 10Hz in our experiments). The
partitioning module takes as input the coefficients of line equations
representing the chunk boundaries received from the edge and then
crops out the chunks through linear algebra operations. We modify
Draco [14] for LiDAR point cloud compression. The Draco APIs
are invoked through JNI. Edge-side: The real-time 3D inference is
built upon PointPillars [41], a state-of-the-art open-source 3D object
detection framework. It is computationally efficient and is adopted
by existing industry-level autonomous driving platforms such as
Baidu Apollo [8] and Autoware [13]. In the original implementation
of PointPillars, the code for the entire object detection pipeline
is integrated. We thus separate different modules in the pipeline
(model loading, model configuration, inference, etc.), and make
model loading/configuration a one-time operation to enable fast
inference. The edge also uses Draco to decompress the uploaded
point clouds. For all other components in Figure 3, we implement
them by ourselves. The vehicle and edge communicate through
a custom protocol over TCP. Changing the underlying transport
protocol to other protocols such as QUIC [42] is straightforward.

Note, EMP is designed for efficient point cloud data sharing. In
this paper, we focus on LiDAR point clouds for demonstration while
the system is generally compatible with other CAV sensors which
capture point cloud data, such as stereo cameras.

5 EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance and scalability of EMP under differ-
ent vehicle and network settings, demonstrating its advantage over
vehicle-to-vehicle sharing schemes (§5.2). We examine EMP’s en-
hancement on perception (§5.3). We showcase how EMP improves
road safety with driving case studies (§5.4) and show the benefit
of sharing raw data over sharing processed data. In addition, we
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present the latency contributed by key EMP system components
and the processing throughput improvement brought by system-
level optimizations (§5.5). A series of large-scale simulations are
conducted to further prove the effectiveness of REAP under a wider
range of vehicle numbers (§5.6).

5.1 Experimental Setup and Methodology
Due to a lack of open infrastructure support for multi-vehicle ex-
periments, we adopt trace-driven emulation to evaluate EMP in
our local testbed and compare our system with existing work. To
emulate vehicle behavior in our experiments, instead of running
a LiDAR device to generate data in real time, we replay LiDAR
traces from a multi-vehicle LiDAR dataset we collected in advance.
Our setup considers both diverse driving scenarios and realistic
network conditions to comprehensively evaluate the performance
and scalability of EMP. We also conduct live tests to demonstrate
that EMP can work well under real networks.
• Comparing EMP with Existing Work.We consider two vari-
ants of EMP to evaluate our design choices: (1) EMP-Naïve: EMP
without REAP adaptive partitioning and scheduling, i.e., vehicles
upload full point cloud frames to the edge node; (2) EMP: EMPwith
all components enabled. We further compare them with vehicle-to-
vehicle sharing schemes: (1) V2V-Naïve: each vehicle shares full
frames with every other vehicle; (2) V2V-Pro: each vehicle shares
partial point clouds with other vehicles using REAP partitioning3
•Multi-vehicle LiDARDataset.All existing LiDAR datasets such
as KITTI [34] only contain traces collected by a single vehicle, while
the evaluation of multi-vehicle perception requires the traces col-
lected from multiple vehicles which are physically proximate at the
same time. To fill this gap, we collect the first multi-vehicle LiDAR
dataset using DeepGTAV-PreSIL [38], a tool to collect synthetic Li-
DAR traces simultaneously from multiple vehicles in a video game,
GTA V. GTA V contains realistic 3D modeling of city landscape,
vehicles, stationary objects to emulate real-world scenarios. Be-
sides LiDAR data, DeepGTAV-PreSIL also generates object labels
for training machine learning models of perception. We extend the
tool to enable panoramic (360◦) LiDAR scans besides the default
front-view-only settings. We construct our dataset by randomly
driving a car in the game and collect sensor data from multiple
nearby cars. Our multi-vehicle LiDAR dataset contains driving sce-
narios in both densely-populated urban areas and open rural areas,
with various numbers of vehicles in the scene.
•Network Conditions. The vehicle-to-infrastructure networking
conditions [55] are emulated by throttling the bandwidth for indi-
vidual TCP connections between each vehicle and the edge node
and adding 10ms latency using Linux tc [1]. To acquire realistic
uplink bandwidth of cellular networks for our experiments, we
collect LTE uplink traces from driving at different urban and rural
locations. We run 10-minute 100Mbps UDP uploads for a number of
times over AT&T LTE networks on two smartphones (Pixel 2 and
Nexus 6), to saturate the uplink. We run tcpdump at the server side
to record raw packet traces and calculate the uplink throughput ev-
ery 100 ms. To emulate high-bandwidth networking used by future
vehicular communication [30], using a similar approach, we collect
uplink bandwidth traces under 60GHz networks (802.11ad) with

3The partitioning for V2V-Pro is only based on vehicles’ relative locations as bandwidth
awareness cannot be achieved without an edge.

a stationary NETGEAR Nighthawk X10 AD7200 WiFi router [18]
and a moving 802.11ad-compliant laptop. Note the bandwidth sta-
tistics of our LTE and 60GHz network traces are 14.0 ± 3.4Mbps
and 267.0 ± 71.4Mbps, respectively. Thus the standard deviation is
around 24% and 27% of the mean throughput which is close to the
𝛼 value (∼ 0.3, defined in §3.2.2) we observed during emulation.
• Trace-driven Emulation and Real-world Test.We deploy the
EMP-edge instance on a server equipped with an Intel Xeon 4110
CPU clocked at 2.10GHz, an NVIDIA RTX 2080 GPU and 96GB of
DDR4 RAM. The edge takes up to 390% CPU usage and 5GBmemory
when running with 6 vehicles. For the trace-driven emulation, We
run multiple EMP-vehicle instances on another machine equipped
with an Intel Xeon E5-2640 v2 CPU clocked at 2.00GHz to share the
computation resources. Each vehicle uses up to 2 cores and 2GB
memory, representing the often less computing power of a vehicle
compared to an edge. For our real-world tests, we place a laptop (4
cores, 8GB memory) connected to LTE networks via tethering on a
vehicle to run an EMP-vehicle instance.
• Large-scale Simulation.We perform large-scale simulations to
understand the performance of REAP algorithm under scenarios
having a large number of vehicles. To mimic real-world driving
scenarios, we randomly generate vehicle locations in a fixed area
(120m×30m) and ensure the horizontal/vertical distance between
any two vehicles is greater than 3m/6m. We simulate the network
transfer of each vehicle based on the size of to-be-uploaded data
which is measured after applying REAP partitioning and Draco [14]
compression algorithms to the point cloud data, with the replay of
our real network uplink bandwidth traces.

5.2 End-to-end Performance
EMP is able to provide real-time enhanced perception under various
processing workload and network conditions. We first compare the
end-to-end performance and scalability of EMP with V2V. Note
that the bandwidth between vehicles will be constrained when a
vehicle simultaneously shares its data to multiple vehicles, which
we also emulate using tc.

Figure 11 shows the end-to-end latency of the four schemes when
the number of vehicles in the system varies from 2 to 64. End-to-
end latency here is defined as the duration between when a vehicle
starts preparing the collected sensor data and when the edge or a
receiver vehicle finishes processing (e.g., decoding, merging) data
from all vehicles, which means the data is ready for perception. This
is the additional latency introduced by EMP or the V2V counterpart
and all the following steps such as perception need to be performed
either on the edge or on a CAV. From the figure, we can find that
EMP performs the best among all schemes and EMP-Naïve performs
slightly worse because vehicles are dealing with full frames, which
increases overhead for encoding/decoding and uploading. V2V-Pro
benefits from the partitioning algorithm. However, as the number of
vehicles increases, the latency of either vehicle-to-vehicle schemes
(V2V-Naïve and V2V-Pro) skyrockets while the EMP latency stays
around 100ms, saving 49–65%. EMP also outperforms EMP-Naïve
by 36%–43%, which highlights the advantage of REAP partitioning.
Next, we show the distribution of EMP latency in Figure 12. The
vast majority of frames experience less than 100ms latency, the

4Based on the average traffic and vehicle speed in city areas in the U.S [3, 9], the
average vehicle density is 0.06 /m (6 vehicles in a 100m long road)
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Figure 11: End-to-end latency
of EMP/V2V systems.

Figure 12: Latency distribution
of EMP.

Figure 13: Latency of EMP un-
der different networks.

Figure 14: Latency of EMP in
real-world driving tests.

Table 1: Size reduction brought byREAPpartitioning and the
size of shared data per frame (raw point cloud size: ∼2.0MB).

# of vehicles 2 3 4 5 6
REAP size reduction 32.4% 52.4% 58.0% 50.0% 50.3%
Shared data size (KB) 38.8 29.4 29.7 37.1 36.4

recommended processing delay for autonomous driving [46]. Even
in the worst case (e.g., due to a network blackout) a vehicle does
not receive the results for some frames, it can still rely on local
processing for driving decisionmaking. EMP is designed to enhance
CAVs’ local processing instead of completely replacing it.

To better understand how EMP saves bandwidth, we also calcu-
late and show the size reduction of REAP partitioning in Table 1:
the average size of partitioned chunks which are shared to the edge
is 49.7% of the original point cloud size across all setups (2 to 6 ve-
hicles). Further with ground removal and point cloud compression
applied, each vehicle only needs to upload 30–38KB for each frame.
The data transmission can be finished within ∼23ms over LTE.

EMP is robust under various network conditions. The current
CAV communication technologies are mainly DSRC and C-V2X
which have limited bandwidth [39]. The emergence of 5G NR and
other short-range mmWave networks can provide higher band-
width and increase the vehicular communication capability [50].
However, there could be severer fluctuations under mobility, so we
evaluate EMP under LTE and 60GHz (also used in [56]) networks
and plot the results in Figure 13. EMP performs better under 60GHz
networks as the high bandwidth helps reduce uploading times and
the adaptation mechanism still maintains the system robustness un-
der bandwidth variability. Note the bandwidth standard deviation
of the LTE and 60GHz traces are 3Mbps and 71Mbps, respectively.

Lastly, we conduct real-world driving tests with EMP. Figure 14
shows the end-to-end latency of EMP and EMP-Naïve under 2/3-
vehicle scenarios. As the vehicles only need to share the data once
to the edge instead of multiple times to different receiver vehicles,
the latency does not inflate when increasing the number of vehicles.
REAP helps reduce the processing delay by reducing the uploaded
data size so that EMP outperforms EMP-Naïve. We notice that the
latency under real networks is higher than that measured in the
emulation. This is likely because we are using commercial cellular
networks (56ms of average RTT as measured) instead of directly
communicating between vehicles and a real edge node (<10ms).

5.3 Perception Enhancement
EMP can enhance CAVs’ local perception while reducing bandwidth
consumption to achieve real-time processing. We examine how
EMP improves the perception of autonomous driving, by comparing
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Figure 15: Detection Accuracy (left, IoU threshold = 0.5) and
Average IoU (right) of single-CAV perception, multi-CAV
perception, and combined perception.

the detection accuracy of single-CAV perception on one vehicle’s
point clouds (CAV), multi-CAV perception on views merged from
2/3 vehicles’ data (EMP), and combined perception (EMP+CAV).
The point clouds are merged in two ways: merge from full frames
(EMP-Naïve) and merge from partitioned frames using REAP.

To measure the detection accuracy, we calculate the Intersection
over Union (IoU) between the detection results (locations and di-
mensions of detected object bounding boxes) and the ground truth,
which ranges from 0 to 1. A detection is true if its IoU with the
label is higher than a threshold (0.5, as widely used in the computer
vision community). Then we calculate the ratio of true detections
out of all ground truth objects. We also directly calculate the av-
erage IoU for the detected objects, in order to evaluate in a more
fine-grained manner. When combining results from the edge and
the CAV, if two detections match the same object, we record the
one with a higher IoU. Besides, the locations of vehicles in the sys-
tem are known (IoU = 1) as they are reported to the edge together
with point cloud data. We focus on the 80𝑚 × 50𝑚 area in front of
vehicles (front view).

Figure 15 plots the detection accuracy and average IoU for each
setup. We find that EMP perception outperforms CAV perception
under both metrics. With EMP, the detection accuracy of combined
results from edge’s and CAV’s is even higher. Comparing the per-
formance of detection on views merged from full frames and those
on REAP-generated frames, the accuracy is reduced by 0.1% – 2.2%,
for 2-vehicle and 3-vehicle results. This indicates that REAP only
introduces a negligible perception accuracy loss while bringing
significant bandwidth saving as shown in §5.2. Therefore, we can
conclude that EMP successfully enhances CAVs’ local perceptions.

We also study the impact of ground removal on perception, by
running object detection on the point clouds with ground points
(original data). Compared with the detection accuracy shown in
Figure 15 (left), the accuracy differs by -2.58% – 1.26% (not shown
in the figure). Hence, the perception will not be affected by ground
removal while sometimes it can even be slightly improved, possibly
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due to the reduction of noise from the ground. We run the same
emulation on EMP without ground removal and the results show
that EMP creates 27% – 33% less end-to-end latency.

It is worth noting that the dataset and the object detection model
have limitations that may negatively affect the results. First, the
vehicle sensors are not fully synchronized. As a result, the object
locations in the frames of two vehicles can be slightly different
and thus the detected object will have a location offset, lowering
the IoU. The issue can be caused by the speed difference between
vehicles and the movement of the object itself. To mitigate it, we use
data collected by stationary vehicles while other objects can still
move. Second, the detection model is trained with single-vehicle
data5 whose patterns are different from merged data, so the model
may not perform perfectly on multi-vehicle data. Hence, the multi-
vehicle perception is expected to perform better without these
issues. Fully solving them can be non-trivial and we leave it for
future work.

5.4 Case Study: Road Hazards Avoidance
Autonomous driving can benefit from EMP which provides vehi-
cles with more knowledge of road traffic and more time to make
decisions. EMP’s design of sharing raw sensor data performs better
than sharing processed data. To showcase such benefits, we conduct
case studies and assess how EMP avoids potential road hazards in
different scenarios. We customize vehicle locations in GTA V to
construct the three scenarios mentioned earlier in Figure 1. Due to
the limited performance of existing 3D object detection frameworks
on pedestrians and cyclists [34], we simplify the scenarios to only
involve vehicles and the benefits can still be shown. We measure in
which frame the vehicles can detect the hazards with EMP at the
earliest versus in a single-CAV setup.

Blind Spots. In this scenario (Figure 16 (a, b)), from the view of
the ego-vehicle (the vehicle with a first-person view), a sedan is
blocked by a big delivery truck behind it. The sedan is changing
to the center lane. As illustrated in the camera images, without
EMP, the ego-vehicle cannot detect the sedan until Frame X+8 due
to occlusion. However, with EMP, the ego-vehicle can detect the
sedan in Frame X, 0.8s earlier than the single-CAV setup.

Unprotected Left Turn. As shown in Figure 16 (c, d), the ego-
vehicle is trying to make a left turn, and has to judge on its own
whether there are vehicles going straight from the opposite direc-
tion. An SUV is blocking the ego-vehicle view of a sedan behind
the SUV. With EMP, the ego-vehicle can detect the sedan in Frame
Y instead of Frame Y+12 at which point it may have already started
turning. Figure 17 visualizes the point cloud of the ego-vehicle
(CAV) for Frame Y, the point cloud merged from two full frames
(EMP-Naïve), and the point cloud merged from partitioned frames
(EMP). The sedan is successfully detected in the last two setups.

We also analyze how EMP can avoid the potential collision in
both scenarios. As shown in Table 2, the initial distances between
the target vehicle and the ego-vehicle are 28m and 25m, respectively.
In city areas, vehicles drive on average at 9.2m/s [9] and the braking
distance is around 20m correspondingly [2]. For a single CAV, there
will be a 0.8s/1.2s delay from frame differences. Together with
the earlier experimental data on processing latency, we derive the

5To our knowledge, no existing work on point cloud-based object detection has inves-
tigated training using views merged from multiple point clouds.

remaining distance when the ego-vehicle detects the target vehicle.
We can learn from the results in Table 2 that, without EMP, the
CAV only has a distance of less than 20m when it is aware of the
occluded vehicle, while with EMP, the CAV system or the drivers
have enough time to react. We also evaluate EMP cloud mode and
calculate the remaining distance, and it is still above 20m.

Table 2: Distance when detecting the target vehicle (m).
Scenarios Init. distance EMP (EMP-cloud) CAV
Blind spots 28 26.3 (25.4) 19.8
Unp. left turn 25 23.5 (22.5) 13.2

Distant Broken Down Vehicle. In this case study (Figure 1c),
we show that sharing processed data can fail to detect the distant
vehicle earlier. Three vehicles are approaching a car broken down
in the middle of the road. With EMP, the broken down vehicle is
detected in Frame Z, while the earliest frames where each single
vehicle (left, middle, and right) can detect the broken down vehicle
are Z+10, Z+6, and Z+14, respectively. That means, by combining
their processed data on the edge the detection success frame is
Frame Z+6. Further taking into account the processing latency,
sharing raw sensor data with EMP can detect the hazards 0.5s earlier
than sharing processed data. Additionally, we repeat the test over
EMP-Naïve in which the vehicles share full frames and the broken
down vehicle is detected 7 frames earlier. Without partitioning, all
data were uploaded to the edge so the details of the object build up
even faster as the three vehicles approach the distant one, showing
a trade-off between transmission overhead perception performance.

5.5 Overhead Breakdown
We break down the latency of each system component and compare
them in EMP and EMP-Naïve (no REAP partitioning and schedul-
ing) to highlight the benefit of our design decisions. We then show
the throughput (FPS) improvement brought by EMP edge-side par-
allelization and pipelining.

Figure 18 presents the overhead of each component. Thanks to
the REAP partitioning and scheduling, the uploading can be fin-
ished before all the vehicles share their full frames, as soon as the
edge receives enough chunks to build the global view. Thus, the
encoding, uploading, and decoding times of EMP are significantly
reduced, compared to those of EMP-Naïve. There is also a small sav-
ing on the merging time. The saving on these components is much
more than the additional latency introduced by REAP partitioning
(6.57 ms). Besides, we also measure the overhead of inference which
is the time to run 3D object detection on merged frames generated
from both system schemes (Figure 19). Corresponding to the pre-
liminary results discussed in §2.2, inference overhead increases as
the number of vehicles increases. This is because more vehicles
lead to a larger amount of points in the merged global view. EMP
saves 21-33 ms for this step.

As mentioned in §3.5, we optimize the system workflow to in-
crease throughput of EMP. Figure 20 illustrates the pipeline with
the average latency of each part. The throughput is determined
by the vehicle side processing which takes the longest time (41.39
ms), which means the system can process at 24 frames per second.
Note that we directly apply Draco [14] for point cloud compression.
More advanced compression approaches [44] can further reduce
the vehicle-side latency.
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(a) Scenario 1 - Frame X (b) Scenario 1 - Frame X+8 (c) Scenario 2 - Frame Y (d) Scenario 2 - Frame Y+12
Figure 16: Image data collected by the ego-vehicle in two scenarios where EMP detect road hazards earlier.
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Figure 17: LiDAR point clouds in Scenario 2. The occluded sedan can be detected in both EMP setups.
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Figure 19: Inference overhead
on merged frames.
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Figure 20: Edge-side parallelization and pipelining enable
EMP to process at 24 FPS.

5.6 Large-scale Simulation
We next study the scalability of REAP partitioning algorithm on
reducing uploaded data size and coping with network fluctuations
under a large number of vehicles. We conduct large-scale simu-
lation on the point cloud transmission with LTE uplink network
traces and compare the performances of 3 settings: (1) vehicles
upload full point cloud frames (Baseline); (2) vehicles partition data
based on their locations following the Voronoi diagram (Voronoi);
(3) vehicles partition data with REAP (REAP). In detail, we mea-
sure maximum frame uploading time (𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) among all vehicles. For
REAP, it is the time between when the first byte from any vehicle
is sent and when the data from all vehicles can cover the entire
area, which means it is ready for processing based on the condi-
tions defined in §3.3. Figure 21 (a) plots 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 averaged over 1000
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Figure 21: Max uploading time of EMP remains stable when
there are different numbers of vehicles in the system.
runs. By removing redundant data based on vehicle locations, the
Voronoi partitioning outperforms the Baseline. Further consider-
ing estimated bandwidths of vehicles and dividing the frames into
several parts so that vehicles can help each other by opportunisti-
cally uploading, REAP provides the best transmission performance.
Noticeably, when the number of vehicles increases from 4 to 5,
𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 increases dramatically for Baseline and Voronoi schemes. The
reason for such a sharp increase is that the bandwidths in the fifth
randomly selected piece of LTE traces are mostly very low, making
the fifth vehicle send the slowest. However, the results of REAP
remain stable, thanks to its bandwidth awareness and adaptation.
Besides, the standard deviation of 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 across different runs be-
comes better as we enable partitioning, and add bandwidth-aware
and adaptation (Baseline: 50.30, Voronoi: 40.07, REAP: 11.68).

To evaluate the system scalability under extreme network condi-
tions, we conduct a stress test. We randomly generate bandwidth
profiles for different vehicles following normal distributions. The av-
erage bandwidths vary greatly across different vehicles (4-18Mbps)
and the standard deviation is 1/4 of the mean. We also impose up
to ±40% estimation errors for REAP. As shown in Figure 21 (b), the
performance of different algorithms aligns with the first simulation
results, proving the robustness of REAP.

6 RELATEDWORK
Cooperative Perception. Various efforts have been made on co-
operative vehicular perception. AVR [56] extends two vehicles’
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vision by wirelessly sharing stereo camera data among each other.
The See-Through System [54] streams video data directly from
a leader vehicle to a follower to enhance the visibility of the fol-
lower’s driver. Cooper [29] improves 3D object detection algorithms
for sensor sharing but they rely on a single-vehicle dataset and
simulate cooperative perception by merging data collected by the
same vehicle at different timestamps. Arnold et al. [22] instead
give attention to perception using stationary infrastructure sensors.
There are other studies that target vehicle-to-vehicle communica-
tions [31, 40, 66, 72]. However, existing wireless techniques cannot
support sharing of raw sensor data at a high frame rate especially
as the system scales up. Prior works mostly focus on data exchange
between two vehicles (e.g., a leader and a follower) and do not eval-
uate vehicle-to-vehicle sharing at scale. EMP employs edge servers
to aggregate data from vehicles, which allows each vehicle to only
upload the data once instead of sharing multiple times to different
peer vehicles. We further evaluate its performance with various
numbers of vehicles in the system.

Beyond sharing raw sensor data, feature-level and object-level
sharing approaches are explored in order to save bandwidth and
reduce processing complexity. F-Cooper [28] designs a cooperative
perception framework based on features extracted from point cloud
data. This solution may not save much bandwidth (feature extrac-
tion may increase the data dimension and consequently the size)
while sacrificing part of the original information. FusionEye [47]
leverages Bipartite Graph to merge objects detected from image
data. Rauch et al. [57] discuss sharing locally perceived object data
and investigate the temporal and spatial alignment for the shared
data. However, object-level sharing can fail when there are missed
objects in the single-view detection since the missed ones will
never appear in the combined data. In this work, to retain impor-
tant sensor details while reducing bandwidth requirements, we
enable efficient raw sensor data sharing by carefully partitioning
the data and prioritizing different portions to be uploaded.

Edge Computing. Offloading heavy computational tasks from
devices with limited resources such as smartphones and vehicles
is a promising option to reduce on-board processing overhead.
EAVVE [75] leverages edge computing to augment vision for vehi-
cles without or with insufficient data processing capabilities. Liu et
al. [48] propose to offload object detection tasks for mobile AR to
an edge to achieve high detection accuracy and low end-to-end
latency. GRACE [69] is a compression algorithm which leverages
edge nodes for image inference while reducing network bandwidth
consumption. Wang et al. [65] build a real-time video analytics
system on autonomous drones involving edge-assisted processing.
EMP’s sensor sharing design can also be extended for other mo-
bile entities such as drones whose fields of view can be limited, to
facilitate video analytics on tasks such as search-and-rescue and
wildlife protection.

Vehicular Applications. There are many CAV applications
that can make use of on-board sensor data such as 2D images and
3D point clouds and benefit from EMP’s sharing framework. For
example, connected and autonomous driving systems rely on sensor
data for object detection [41, 61, 73], object tracking [23, 59, 74],
motion prediction [68], and path planning [45]. Sharing sensor
information can provide CAVs with a broader understanding of the
surroundings and eventually lead to a safer driving environment.

7 DISCUSSION
Security and Privacy Considerations. It is possible in real world
that a malicious vehicle sends incorrect data misleading edge’s per-
ception [27, 63, 64]. While beyond the scope of this work, there are
several possible solutions: (1) The edge distributes certificates to
vehicles using protocols like P2PCD [67] at the beginning to ensure
trusted communication and cross-validate the data from different
vehicles. It will revoke certificates from specific vehicles upon anom-
aly detected. (2) Trusted execution environment (TEE) [19, 36] can
be deployed at the vehicle side to prevent the attacker from send-
ing fake data. Besides, while raw data may give less privacy, the
edge can be configured to only use the shared data for enhancing
perception without other purposes (e.g., traffic surveillance).

Multi-edge Support andHandover across Edges. In this work,
we mainly focus on the assistance on CAV perception from a single
edge but the EMP’s core design can be flexibly extended to support
multiple edge nodes. In order to enable handover across edges, the
serving edge (the edge that a vehicle is communicating with) needs
to forward data uploaded by vehicles near the boundary of two
edge nodes which can be identified from vehicles’ locations. Then
the serving edge signals those vehicles so that they will share future
data with the target edge (the serving edge after handover).

Adoption of the EMP System. Many multi-agent collabora-
tion systems [66, 76] face a cold start issue where the system cannot
work (well) without enough agents to have been equipped with
necessary system functions and thus new users may not be mo-
tivated to join the system. However, this issue is not critical in
EMP since it is incrementally deployable. EMP does not require all
vehicles to install it together. EMP cannot enhance the perception
with only one vehicle, but as the number of vehicles ramps up,
the effectiveness will significantly improve, as demonstrated in the
experiments.

Moreover, future work can explore improvements in sensor shar-
ing and cooperative perception. EMP’s REAP algorithm partitions
the sensor data based on vehicle locations and network resources.
Further accounting for occlusions to adjust the region boundaries
may lead to better performance. We are also planning to boost the
edge-side perception by innovating the multi-vehicle data merging
and the object detection framework on multi-vehicle data. PER-
CEIVE [43] and Lumos5G [52] provide potential solutions for opti-
mizing the EWMA-based uplink bandwidth estimation.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Through edge assistance and adaptive spatial partitioning, EMP
makes multi-vehicle perception scalable, robust, and efficient. We
believe that EMP can enable or boost a wide range of cooperative
sensing applications that require multiple participating vehicles, in
particular given the fast deployment of mobile networks such as 5G
that offers high bandwidth and low latency. In addition to ground
transportation, the underlying concept of EMP can be potentially
generalized to other domains such as cooperative UAVs (drones).
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